Day Shift Line Cook  
Meat Asia  
Downtown Brooklyn

**Required Years of Experience:**  
0 years

**Job Details:**

Job Title: Line Cook  
Reports to: Owner  
Classification: Part time, hourly pay  
Times: Monday - Friday, 10am-2pm (do not have to be available all 5 days)  
Wage: Competitive starting hourly wage based on experience

**Responsibilities:**

You will be responsible for executing all menu items in a high volume, quick-service commissary kitchen environment. You will do prep work and work the line.

- Open and close the line
- Confidently operate job-related instruments and tools such as convection oven and grill
- Prepare and portion prep items for efficient line work
- Maintain a clean kitchen environment

**Qualifications:**

- Possess basic knife skills and general kitchen skills
- Ability to follow a recipe
- Willingness to learn
- Flexible schedule with room to grow
- NYC food handlers certificate (may be obtained during training).

**About Meat Asia:**

Meat Asia wants to bring Asian BBQ to everyone! We make BBQ skewers using Asian recipes that are affordable and convenient for families and people on the go. Come join this exciting new food brand from the beginning!

**Benefits:**

- A friendly, positive, and professional work environment, with a welcoming and supportive team
- A great learning environment with direct interactions with the Owners

**Compensations Details:**

Compensation: Competitive starting hourly wage based on experience